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Finally!
S

tarting all out construction on the new entryway and lobby has taken far longer than expected to get this project moving, but moving we
are. We are now in the midst of interior demolition, and by the end of July the exterior walls of the
original chapel will be removed down to the foundation. We now have a completion date of July 1, 2020.
We are grateful to all of our alumnae, friends, and supporters of St. Catharine Academy who have contributed to this renovation. v

Graduation Photos on Pages 6 & 7

MESSAGE from
SSCCAA
the PRESIDENT

Passages
Sr. Patricia Wolf, RSM ‘62
On May 30, 2019, St. Catharine Academy added 104 alumnae
to its ranks. Catharinites for life! SCA applauds the achievements of our graduates as they take the next step on their life’s
journey.
We also pause, reflect, and ask ourselves, “What is the measure
of success of an SCA education?” Is it the number of academic scholarships and grants awarded for college? The rigor of
SCA’s academic program? The graduates readiness to take on
the challenge of competitive colleges and universities? Did we
prepare them well? Is success measured in athletic championships or service hours completed? In marketing materials such
statistics serve as benchmarks to illustrate the success of a school.
In this edition of Pathways you will meet five alumnae whose
experience of St. Catharine’s spans 70 years (1949-2019).
When offering their reflections on SCA’s impact, none referenced the statistical benchmarks. That is not to say that they
are not important and contribute to school pride, spirit and
reputation.

Board Chair Transition
Kathleen McCarrick Weiden’75 recently completed eight
years as Chair of the Board of Trustees (see page 3). Her time
as chair has been characterized by a passionate commitment
to SCA and its students; a leadership style that fostered the
board’s vision and its ability to execute; a refusal to accept the
status quo, and always keeping an eye on the future. The
Board of Trustees honored Kathleen at its board meeting on
June 11, 2019. Kathleen continues on the board and she will
continue to be a gift to us.
A high school is the epitome of passage. An entire student
body turns over every four years. The Class of 2019 has graduated and we await the arrival of the Class of 2023. The space
of summer provides for some respite. May your summer
bring you rest and many blessings. v

The SCA Portrait of a Graduate

The focus of these alumnae was on who they became: confident, disciplined, leader, lifelong learner and strong— recognizing the power that comes with being a woman, compassionate yet resolved. Pamela Udoye ’15 and University of
Notre Dame, ’19 put it this way, “the more I look back on my
time at SCA, the more I realize that the things I took with me
had less to do with academics and more to do with who I want
to be in the world.”

•W
 alk the world as a seeker of intellectual and spiritual growth

In 2011, St. Catharine Academy crafted the Portrait of the
Graduate as a way to make concrete how our Mercy tradition
and ideals are made actionable in our graduates. I hope you discover this for yourself as you meet Elizabeth Rice Bradley ’49,
Kathleen McCarrick Weiden ’75, Pamela Udoye ’15, Marilyn
Ngo’19 and Ashley De Leon ’19.

•E
 mbrace a global vision of compassionate service to those in need

•P
 ossess a moral compass that guides
her life’s journey
•A
 dvocate for educating women everywhere

•T
 ake on life’s challenges with confidence
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Kathleen McCarrick Weiden ‘75
honored by Board of Trustees

K

athleen McCarrick Weiden,
Ph.D., ’75, who has served
as chair of the Board at St.
Catharine Academy since
2011, returned to the Board as a member when her term was complete in
June. During her tenure Kathy led SCA
through its 125th anniversary celebration, a successful Capital Campaign,
and the groundbreaking last summer.
Honored by St. Catharine’s at the
Board Meeting in June, Kathy was presented with a plaque thanking her for
her dedication to the Board. In part, it
read, “The Administration, Faculty,
Staff, and above all, the students of St.
Catharine Academy will be forever in
your debt for your eight years as Chair
of the Board of Trustees. Your passion,
generosity, spirit of collaboration and
dedication to SCA’s mission and val-

ues is an inspiration to the entire school
community.”
Kathy reflected on her years as chair,
saying, “It has been my privilege to
serve as Chair of the Board these past
eight years. I attribute much of the person I am today to my wonderful high
school experience at SCA, at the hands
of the faculty, administration and my
classmates. I am so grateful for the opportunity to pay it forward and use the
talents SCA nurtured
in me to give back to
SCA.”

Kathleen Weiden, 4th from left, at Groundbreaking
Ceremony.

She added, “I learned
much about the work
of institutional leadership during my tenure
as Chair, and I wish to
express my deepest gratitude for the support,
dedication and hard
work of my fellow board

members and the SCA administration.
Everyone brought their A-game each
and every day! I encourage our SCA
alumna to become involved, bring their
talents back to the school and pay it forward themselves. You will receive so
much more than you give!”
Kathy, senior managing director of
tax at LeFrak, has also served as vice
president of taxation at LeFrak since
2008. She began her career as a senior
tax accountant with KPMG and also
served at The Hendrix Companies
and O’Connor, Davies, Munns and
Dobbins. Kathy spent over a decade
teaching taxation as a professor at Baruch College (CUNY) and Fairfield
University.
A graduate of Manhattan College,
Kathy earned her master’s degree
from Pace University and her doctorate in accounting from Baruch College
(CUNY). v
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Catharinite leaving her mark
in Midwest
By Patrice E. Athanasidy
College Commencements around the country
included St. Catharine Academy alumnae among
their ranks. This year alone, St. Catharine’s had
alumnae earn degrees in engineering, science,
business, education, liberal arts, and more. Meet
one of our many alumnae who have added a
college degree to their collection.

Pamela Udoye ’15
Pamela Udoye recently graduated
from the University of Notre Dame,
Mendoza School of Business as a
Balfour-Hesburgh Scholar, a program
for underrepresented populations on
campus. With a double major in
marketing and liberal studies, Pam
also had an internship with General
Mills in Minnesota, which paved the way for her current fulltime position at General Mills upon graduation.
“I worked as a business management associate on the Snacks
Category Management team,” Pam said. “In the simplest terms,
I spent most of my summer learning about how consumers shop
in the snack aisle and how to develop effective strategies for
boosting sales in this category. I learned so much in my short six
weeks there and shopping for groceries has never been the same
since.”
While at St. Catharine’s Pam was very involved with athletics,
managing both the volleyball and basketball teams. In college, she
has been manager of the Softball team for three years. Pam also
brought her positive energy to the dorm’s Welcome Weekends
and most of Notre Dame’s football season as a fan.
Reflecting on her time as a student at St. Catharine’s, Pam said,
“The more I look back on my time at SCA the more I realize that
the things I took with me had less to do with academics and more
to do with who I want to be in the world. SCA taught me an
overall kindness and compassion for my fellow person as well as
the power that comes with being a woman in an academic setting
and beyond.”
4 Pathways • Summer 2019

Pamela and her parents Obinani (left) and Nnenna Udoye

She added, “I often tell my friends that a woman who knows her
strength is capable of moving mountains, a lesson I learned at
SCA. Spending my formative years surrounded by women like
Sr. Pat, Sr. Ann, Mrs. Keelin, and Ms. Antico everyday allowed
me to see constantly the great force that comes with being a
woman that is both compassionate yet resolved.”
Pam said the lessons she learned in high school shaped her.
“They have made me a more patient and genuine friend, a more
confident student, and overall more relentless and resilient in my
pursuits.”
She concluded that Notre Dame has also changed her in unique
ways. “My time at Notre Dame was filled with great relationships
and a strong community. I was blessed with so many opportunities
and had the chance to learn so much. Notre Dame is one of the
best decisions I have ever made.” v

The SCA
Portrait of a
Graduate
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Portrait of 2019 Graduates
By Patrice E. Athanasidy
The Class of 2019 is ready for the next step in
the academic ladder. Each story paints a unique
picture.

Ashley DeLeon ‘19
Ashley DeLeon will attend the 3-2
Fordham University/Columbia
University cooperative engineering
program, which will enable her to earn
a bachelor’s in engineering physics
from Fordham and a second bachelor’s
degree in engineering from Columbia
University, all in five years.
“I chose this program because I really feel empowered as a
woman to become successful in the field of engineering,” says
Ashley. “Not many other schools offered this opportunity, and
the fact that it’s closer to home would allow me to stay near
my family and those who mean a lot to me while fulfilling
something that my heart is set on.”  
President of Student Council, Ashley has participated in
Student Government all four years. She is also a founding
member of the Dance Team, and a member of the Robotics
Team, Beta Club and Amnesty International. She says it has
been a thrill to watch the Dance Team grow and become
competitive in such a short time. The captain this year, Ashley
was named a News12 Scholar Athlete. She told News12,
“You have a goal and it is to put on a great performance and
make people happy. Through all the hurdles to just push
through and have that goal in mind is important.”
Ashley pointed to Mrs. Petrignani and Ms. Hawthorne as
major influences during her time at SCA. “They always
pushed and inspired me to push my limits and to reach my
aspirations,” she says. v

• Advocate for educating women everywhere
•E
 mbrace a global vision of compassionate
service to those in need
• Take on life’s challenges with confidence

Marilyn Ngo ‘19
Marilyn Ngo will be attending
Fordham University’s Gabelli School of
Business to major in finance. She plans
to take advantage of Gabelli’s dual
degree program earning her bachelor’s
and master’s degrees in five years,
rather than the traditional six.
“I chose Fordham because it is one of the best business
schools in the country. I will also be saving money by
attending this school because it is close to my home and has
offered me many scholarships and grants to help my family
pay for tuition.”
At St. Catharine’s, Marilyn, who graduated with an
Advanced Regents diploma, has taken a vigorous academic
program, including eight Advanced Placement classes
and honors classes. She was also very active after school,
participating in the Art Club, Women’s Empowerment
Club, Debate Club, and Coding Club.
Development coordinator of the National Honor Society,
Marilyn regularly represented St. Catharine’s at events
including Open House and Orientation. She participated
in regular service volunteering in an after school program
one year and a nursing home another year. “I enjoyed the
company of their residents,” she says.
She describes herself as a very shy, timid girl before coming
to St. Catharine’s. “I found myself while attending SCA.
I broke out of this shell that was keeping me from being
confident and I finally feel like I can be myself around
my classmates and teachers,” Marilyn says. “SCA has also
opened me up to a lot of new opportunities that I have not
been exposed to prior. I attended public school from K-8 so
when I came to SCA I realized how different the learning
environment can be. Everyone is much more supportive
and understanding and truly wants to help the students
succeed.”
She credits all her teachers and staff for this transformation.
“In these four years, I have never felt disconnected from a
teacher or afraid to ask for more help after classes. Every
time I had a personal issue or an academic one, I could
always go to the first teacher/faculty I saw and he/she would
help me.” v
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Barbara Birmingham
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Helen Conklin Leonard +
Angela LaBruzzo Wax

Barbara Cotter Morton
Dolores Zappile Mugno
Patricia Murphy
Veronica Cervini Pellicciotta
Catherine Ilardi Peragallo
Marjorie Essig Puchalski
Eileen Smyth Sussmann

C

Mary Ippolito Cavallo
Patricia Conran
Lucia DiJusto
Arlene Paolillo Donegan
Sister Elizabeth Engel, OP
Evelyn Vivaldi Hernandez
Elaine Klein

Annette Butera Dwyer
Virginia Belloise Hotte

Frances Papa Schuff
Linda Wolchik Sturges
Kathleen Eustace Tanner
Kathleen Wade

Angela Mariani Cefaloni
Lori Conkling
JoAnn Valle DaSilva
Maureen Einwich Davis
Joan Spina DeSantolo
Deborah Sellite DiNoto
Philomena Dunn
Denise Engel Iorio
Patricia Paul James
Nan-Etta Watson Mack
Denise Werns Newman

Eileen O’Beirne
Mildred Pisciotta
Dawn Pisciotta
Judith Golia Prior
Lucy Raimengia
Karen Pernice Reilly
Barbara Zerbo Spindelman
Susan Skokan Squillante
Maura Cahill Viera
Maryann Mallardi Zabbia
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‘79
Cheryl Lawyer
Madeline Meglio Marinaccio
Mary Ellen McCue
Aurora Romero
Doreen Cammerato Rutigliano
Diane Obara Sacchet
Denise Salese Tencza
Maria Franco Totino

Jennifer Togliaferro Herencia
Theresa Panza
Angela Salerno
Jacquline Todd
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Sadye Rivera Bartolomei
Donnamarie Ruzzi Corbett
Tina Concetta D’Alessandro
Michelle Delgado
Marianne Fiorucci
Charmein Guevarra-Francis
Cristina Garel
Cheryl Simmon Hackett
Maria Calogero Hulbert

Lisa Chmielewski Bell
Debra Brookes
Michelle Torres DelPozzo
Isabel Gonzalez
Lucille Fitts Grippo

Jennifer Cheung
Loretta Tanguay DeJesus
Marisa Bassi Maloney
Heather Meyers Mancuso
Mary Mandzak
RobinMarie Dessereau Ortiz

L AS

‘99

Mary Waters Kreitzberg
Catherine Lewis
Marjorie Velazquez Lynch
DeShawn Maillard
Chioma Ohakam
Katelyn Ohakam
Juana Pena
Laurie Philippe
Jennifer Piergentile
Yazmin Ortiz Sweeting
Carissa Torres
Catia Maietta Villa
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Ashley Billington Black
Karla Chiluiza
Karma Cinnante
Lauren D’Alessandro
Michelle Atkins Daniels
Giulia Frasca
Nancy Massaro-Graetz
Shanidre Harris
Laura Mariani-Healy
Nelly Mayungo-Herrera
Natalia Hinds
Jaime Holliday

C

of

Michelle Baez Perez
Karen Hart-Yarusso
Dr. Ralph Napolitano
Dr. Gary Klein

S

C

‘94

‘04

Patricia Bilotto Bernstein
Crista Capriglione
Courtney Cole-Lovelace
Lauren Natelli
Danielle Pennacchia
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Elizabeth Rice Bradley ‘49 looks back
at a time when everything was in flux
The Class of 1949 began many of today’s traditions
By Patrice E. Athanasidy
When Elizabeth Rice Bradley ‘49 returned to St. Catharine’s for
her 70th Reunion she shared many stories about her time at St.
Catharine Academy which wasn’t even in the school’s current
building. “The Class of 1949 was the end of an era and the
beginning of a new one,” she says. “We were the first post war
8th grade graduation in February 1946 following V-J Day and
yet we were the last of mid-year graduations.” The beginnings
and endings continued throughout their time at St. Catharine’s.

Our Prom
Did you ever wish for something? Something that seemed impossible
but yet was your only prayer and hope? No? Well, we did.
A prom! Could we - have one? That was the inevitable question!
It was Thursday, and the two minutes’ break was one of prayer
and anxiety for us as we awaited the arrival of Sister Christine.
She came! After prayer Sister said, “Take out your chemistry books
and turn to last night’s homework.”
“Sister!” (Ah! it was the voice of the valiant soul). “Sister, may we
have a prom?”
Silence ...
(“Oh! Sister, please say ‘yes,’ was the secret invocation of every
senior.) That minute was long and tense as we watched with anxious
eyes the lips that would soon say “yes” or ... “NO.” We knew Sister
would say “yes,” but yet there was that once in a lifetime “no,” which
seemed all too possible.
The answer ... “Yes!” How the classroom echoed with our triumphant
cheers! Our prayers were answered.
Our first problem was settled, but there remained a second and a
third. “Shekels.” Where would they come from? Heaven? Could be!
Bread once fell from that towering sky, but then ... Well, no! Ah! The
saving lights, Mother and Dad. They are the ones to whom we would
turn. Settled!
Oh, “a proper walking stick” (How rude, I mean escort.) He’s just
as necessary as the “shekels” and just as impossible to find. You could
always take your brother, if you were found wanting but ... Well, you
finish it!
Mary McVicar, ‘49
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As one of ten freshmen who joined the rest of the St.
Catharine Academy freshmen mid-year, Elizabeth and her
fellow 8th grade graduates had quite a bit of catching up to do
to graduate in three and a half years. The historic times played
a role in her time at school. She says by the time the Class of
1949 graduated the whole country was “on a high to welcome
in the Golden Years of the 1950s.”
Elizabeth said her class saw many changes, including
the introduction of a typing class as part of the
curriculum. Back then almost the entire faculty were
Sisters of Mercy. Elizabeth recalls “Sister Loyola
made us aware of how important it was to keep up
with current events and was never without her New
York Times and the latest copy of the Jesuit magazine
America which is still in publication. To this day I am
still a news person.”
The old school did not have an official gymnasium
space. The students learned how to play volleyball in
the backyard, Elizabeth remembers. She can still name
so many of her teachers and recount special memories
of each. “No one will ever forget Sister Aquinas, who
in spite of her physical disabilities brought us through
geometry and advanced algebra without ever getting
out of her chair. That in itself taught us what true
discipline is.”
She added, “Our beloved Sr. Hugh who not only made
history so interesting, she also had a devoted interest
in all our senior undertakings.” Elizabeth, too, took a
great interest in making senior year special. She and
a number of her classmates worked to create the first
yearbook and have a Senior Prom, which apparently
took quite a bit of negotiating with the administration
(see insert).
Now reflecting after 70 years, she says, “Being the
sentimentalist that I am, every time I attend a reunion
and see that room full of ladies from all different years
and ages, I see us all as young teenagers in SCA looking
forward to that most awaited day of graduation and
what awaits us.” v

CLASS
SSCCAA
NOTES
1949 Margaret Cummings Driscoll has
three married daughters, seven grandchildren
and three great-grandchildren.

1950 Ethel Vogan Nygren would love to
hear from any 1950 graduate.

1961 Catherine Williams Connelly
writes, “My husband Neil and I celebrated
our 50th wedding anniversary on January
25th. We are the proud parents of three
children and six grandchildren. We have
been living in Texas for 40 years. We visit
New York as often as possible. Hoping to
make the next reunion.”
Kathleen Carew Smith writes,“Would
love to hear from my classmates. Wonderful
memories of many wonderful teachers and
nuns.”

1962 Ann Sgrignoli Gerbeth was
interviewed at a Town Hall meeting in
Somers, NY in support of a resolution to
repeal the Reproductive Health Act (RHA),
which became law in January on the 46th
anniversary of Roe Vs. Wade.

1972 Noreen O’Gara writes, “Still happily employed as the Assistant Director of the
Bedford Free Public Library. My husband
Larry Davis and I are still happily married
since 1975. Our three sons are happy and
healthy. Our oldest child lives in Sydney,
Australia with his wife and son.”

1974 Susan Skokan Squillante is
a retired nurse and splits her free time
between her six grandchildren and her 100
year old mother.

1986 Donna Sirabella writes, “1986 What
Fun!”

1999 Jennifer Piergentile has worked
at Scholastic Inc. for 15 years. She enjoys
reading and traveling.

2004 Farzana Ahmed opened up a
Bagels and Cream Deli Café on 1728
Eastchester Road in the Bronx. For
more information,
go to www.
bagelsandcreamcafe.
com or follow on
social media @
bagelsandcream1728.

2007 Amanda

Guzman graduated
from the University of
California, Berkeley
with a PhD in
anthropology. Amanda remains interested
in the ways in which museum institutions
tell stories about the human experience and
how they can work to be more inclusive of
and engaged with the diverse communities
who they represent. She plans to pursue
future opportunities in the academic and
non-profit sectors as she continues her
research project and builds out a public
outreach component.

2008 Elizabeth Rivera, aside from
teaching, she is also an independent
business owner for Paparazzi Accessories.
Paparazzi Accessories is a company that
sells accessories that are fashionable, cost
effective and are lead and nickel free. To
purchase or to host a party, contact Elizabeth
Rivera at morepreciousthangold90@
gmail.com, or to purchase merchandise
directly through her website at www.
morepreciousthangoldjewelry.com

2012 Raquel Rosario graduated with a
Master’s degree in mental health from Nyack
New York Christian College.

2013 Jenil Rosario writes that she has
moved back to NYC from California. She
started a job with Meltwater doing media
intelligence consulting primarily with
businesses in Hospitality.

2014 Lilybeth Delgado
writes, “I graduated from
Manhattan College in May,
majoring in computer
science. I was an active
student, involved in the
Association of Computing Machinery and the
Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers,
serving as treasurer and vice president. Last
summer, I interned at Lighthouse Guild and
was also involved in a Women’s Program
where I presented research about the imposter
syndrome at Manhattan College during the
opening of The Women’s Center. On my free
time, I design and develop websites for small
businesses around the Bronx. I enjoy working
with small business owners because it allows
me to add more meaning to my work.”

2015 Alina Sydorenko writes that
she is in a five year Bachelors of business
administration/MBA public accounting
with a minor in finance at Pace University,
Lubin School of Business. This summer
she is interning at PricewaterhouseCoopers
in tax matters.
Harianne Hewitt shared that she
graduated from Rochester Institute of
Technology on May 11th with a double
major in business management and
hospitality and tourism management.
“I start my full time job at Geico, New
York City, working in the Management
Development Department in the Auto
Damage Division.”

p

IN MEMORIAM
Marianne Apollo Tramelli ‘74
March 15, 2018
Patricia Hanafin Cassels ‘55
August 26, 2018
Vera Gentile
February 27, 2019

Mother of Christopher Gentile

Thomas Kitilson
February 27, 2019

Former SCA Social Studies Teacher,
SCA Faculty

Amada Fernandez ‘04
April 30, 2019
Carol Ann Fleming Huskisson ‘74
May 8, 2019

Sister of Eileen Fleming Fernandes ‘75

Joan H. Tagliaferro
May 22. 2019

Mother of Jennifer Tagliaferro Herencia ‘89
and Joan Marie Tagliaferro ‘91 and
aunt to Patricia Tagliaferro ‘10

Francesca DiSisto Cerullo ‘75
June 9, 2019
Helen Conklin Leonard ‘64
June 22, 2019

p
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Congratulations 2019 Graduates!

This graduating class has much to celebrate, for all their efforts and hard work have paid off. The students received $15 million in academic scholarships and grants. The Class 2019 has been accepted at the following colleges and universities:

Adelphi University *

CUNY/John Jay College of Criminal
Justice

Houghton College *

Northern Vermont University-Johnson * St. Thomas Aquinas College *

Temple University

Howard University *

Notre Dame of Maryland University

SUNY/Albany

The College of Saint Rose *

Iona College *

Ohio University

SUNY/Alfred State College

The College of Westchester *

Alfred University *

CUNY/Kingsborough Community
College
CUNY/Lehman College

Ithaca College

Otis College of Art and Design

SUNY/Binghamton University

University of Bridgeport *

Arcadia University *

CUNY/Medgar Evers College

Pace University, New York City *

SUNY/Brockport

University of Connecticut

Ashland University

Johnson & Wales University
(Providence) *

CUNY/New York City College of
Technology

SUNY/Buffalo State College

University of Hartford *

Berkeley College *

Le Moyne College *

Pace University, Westchester
Campus *

SUNY/Delhi *

University of Houston

CUNY/Queens College

LIM (Laboratory Institute of
Merchandising) *

Plymouth State University

SUNY/Geneseo

CUNY/Queensborough Community
College

Quinnipiac University *

University of Massachusetts,
Boston *

Long Island University, Brooklyn *

SUNY/Fredonia

Rochester Institute of Technology
SUNY/Morrisville State College
(College of Engineering or Science) *
SUNY/New Paltz
Rutgers University-New Brunswick
SUNY/Old Westbury
Saint Leo University
SUNY/Oneonta
Saint Michael’s College *
SUNY/ Oswego *
School of Visual Arts
SUNY/Plattsburgh
Seton Hall University *
SUNY/Purchase
Siena College *
SUNY/Stony Brook University *
St. Francis College *
SUNY/College of Technology at
St. John’s University - Queens
Canton
Campus *
SUNY/University of Buffalo
St. Joseph’s College - Brooklyn
SUNY/Westchester Community
Campus
College
St. Peter’s University *
Sweet Briar College *

Albany College of Pharmacy and
Health Sciences *

Caldwell University *
College of Mount Saint Vincent *
College of New Rochelle *
Concordia College - New York *
CUNY/Baruch College
CUNY/Borough of Manhattan
Community College
CUNY/Bronx Community College
CUNY/Brooklyn College
CUNY/City College of New York
CUNY/College of Staten Island
CUNY/Fiorello H. LaGuardia
Community College
CUNY/Hostos Community College
CUNY/Hunter College

CUNY/York College
Delaware State University *
Dominican College *
Emory University
Farmingdale State College
Florida Institute of Technology
Fordham University *

Long Island University, CW Post *
Manhattan College *
Manhattanville College *
Marist College *
Mercy College *
Molloy College *
Monroe College *

Morgan State University
Fordham University, Gabelli School of
Mount Saint Mary College *
Business *
New England College *
Fordham University/Columbia
New Hampshire Institute of Art
University (3-2 Engineering) *
New York Institute of Technology
Genesee Community College
(Manhattan) *
Hofstra University *

University of New Haven *
University of the Sciences in
Philadelphia *
University of Scranton *
University of St. Thomas
Utica College
Vaughn College of Aeronautics and
Technology *
Wentworth Institute of Technology *
William Paterson University of New
Jersey

B

* Scholarship(s) awarded

B

